Today is Halloween! The day when gerbils celebrate candy.

Chickens tell scary stories on Halloween. Want to hear one?

Sure!

It all began on a night very much like tonight.

The lovable indestructible gerbil student of chaos was walking home... alone.

What is that chattering noise?

The moon was out. It was very quiet, until...

Chatter! Chatter!

She looked around...

Hmmm... I don't see anything...

But then...

Oh, no! It's the Squirrel of Darkness!
That's not very scary. I'm not done telling the story yet. It gets FAR worse.

The lovable indestructible grand studnt of chaos started to walk away....

I guess I'll just keep walking home.

But then, she heard it again. "Chatter! Chatter! Chatter!"

"Uh, oh...."

The Squirrel of Darkness has a brother!

"Oh, no! His brother's name is Buzz!"

"This is the dumbest story I have ever heard. Tell me one that's ACTUALLY scary."

Chucky

What?

OK, fine! You asked for it! Ahem... It all began on a night very much like tonight.

Munch the Hungry Gerbil was trick-or-treating... alone.

"What?"
I think I'll try that house over there.

Munch rang the doorbell... The Squirrel of Darkness answered the door...

(Yes?)

Trick-or-Treat!

AAAAAAAAHHHHHH!

I'm sorry, Munch, but Bert ate all the candy so I don't have any to give to you...

That one gets him every year!

Lovable indestructible Grad Student of Chaos, Clucky is telling scary stories?

Did he tell you the one about the Squirrel of Darkness?

Yes!

How about it tomorrow we go to all the stores in Champaign and buy all the half-priced candy?

Happy Candy Day! Everyone! Tonight when you go Trick-or-Treating, remember that Chickens are mean! Strange Chickens and chicken-like objects should be avoided at all costs!